Hidden Identity Revealed

A new insight into how bacteria build protective cell walls may aid in the fight against antibiotic-resistant strains. MORE »

What Grandma Ate

A study into how epigenetic effects are passed down raises questions about inherited disease. MORE »

Two for One

HMS researchers show that an HIV inhibitor may also block herpes virus infection. MORE »

Featured Events

08.05.14 Lunch and Learn: The Role of Social Support in Managing Stress. Countway Library, Ballard Rm., noon.

08.07.14 Outdoor Movie Night: The Wizard of Oz. HMS Quad, 8 p.m.

Full Calendar

Awards and Recognitions

Dean's Blog

Harvard Medicine Magazine

Paper Chase

Harvard Health Publications

Compass Blog

Health Care and Cyberthreats

Eric Perakslis worries about medicine, technology and our safety.
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